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source constructs created by the operation. The complexity of these computa-tions contributes to the complexity of the entire language translator speci�ca-tion. We are interested in means of reducing the speci�cation's complexity bywriting these computations in languages appropriate to the translation task athand. These languages must be computationally expressive enough to specifythe necessary computations, and should provide convenient programming con-structs which simplify the speci�cation process for the translator implementer.A speci�cation language provides additional constructs which are used, alongwith those from the target language, to specify the translation computationassociated with each source language operation. They are essential when thetarget language is not expressive enough to specify the translation, but alsohelpful in simplifying the speci�cation by providing more abstract operations.Since algebraic compilers provide a solid mathematical framework and give aclear distinction between the target language and the language used to specifythe translation, they provide a better context in which to explore the issuesof speci�cation languages.In this paper we will primarily follow Rus's model [2] of algebraic compilers inwhich an algebraic compiler C : LS ! LT is a language{to{language translatorthat uses an algorithm for homomorphism computation to embed (the algebrasof) a source language LS into (the algebras of) a target language LT . Thecomputations associated with each source language operation that de�ne analgebraic compiler are speci�ed as terms in the target language syntax algebraand are called derived operations. In some cases, the operations and elementsprovided by the target language algebra are not expressive enough to correctlyspecify the translation or exist at such a low level of abstraction, with respectto the source language, that the speci�cation is excessively di�cult to readand write. There are two types of target algebra de�ciencies we will addressusing speci�cation languages in this paper. The �rst occurs when, althoughevery element in the source algebra can be mapped to an element of the targetalgebra, the target algebra operations are not expressive enough to implementthe mapping. The speci�cation languages used in the model checking examplein this paper address this type of de�ciency by providing more computationallyexpressive operations. The second and less frequent type occurs when there aresource algebra elements which can not be expressed in the target language. Ifwe do intend to translate such elements then we have no choice but to extendthe target language. However, there are cases in which we only intend totranslate elements of the source algebra which do have representations in thetarget but these source elements contain components (subexpressions) whichdo not have target algebra representations. Thus, although the source elementsof interest can be translated to the original target algebra, the translatorcan not be implemented as a (generalized) homomorphism. In this case ourtranslator is a partial mapping. Speci�cation languages can be of assistancein this case as well as we will see in the comparison to Mosses [4,5] work inSection 6.1. In both of these cases, the target language algebras are combined2



with speci�cation language algebras which provide the additional operationsor elements to make the translation possible or more easily speci�able. Inthis paper, we explore how di�erent speci�cation languages can be used inconjunction with the target language to correctly and conveniently specifytranslators implemented as algebraic compilers without extending the targetlanguage.As an example, we develop a model checker for the temporal logic CTL (com-putation tree logic) [6] as an algebraic compiler which maps the source lan-guage CTL into a target language of satis�ability sets. Since the operations inthe target language of sets are not powerful enough to specify general computa-tions, we must use a speci�cation language to provide a more computationallyexpressive language in which to specify this translation. We show how bothfunctional and imperative style speci�cation languages can be used in thespeci�cation, thus giving the language implementer some choice in choosingan appropriate speci�cation language.Our choice of model checking as an example is not as esoteric as it may ap-pear. Model checking has been used to perform data ow analysis on programcontrol and data ow graphs [7] and to �nd optimization and parallelizationopportunities in program dependency and ow graphs [8,9]. In both cases,temporal logic acts as a speci�cation language for certain patterns in a graphrepresentation of the program which are found by a model checker. Thus,temporal logic does have applications in language processing tools and can beseen as a domain speci�c speci�cation language (see Section 5.3) in algebraiccompilers and attribute grammars. An example is provided to illustrate CTLand model checking as a program analysis tool. Since di�erent analyses canrequire unique temporal logics it is advantageous to be able to generate modelcheckers for these di�erent logics from their algebraic speci�cations [10].Section 2 describes CTL and model checking. In Section 3 we de�ne algebraiclanguages and compilers and show how CTL and models can be speci�ed asalgebraic languages. Section 4 discusses speci�cation languages in algebraiccompilers, speci�cally the speci�cation languages used to implement a modelchecker as an algebraic compiler. Section 5 provides the speci�cation of themodel checker as an algebraic compiler using both a functional and an im-perative speci�cation language and provides some discussion of an algebraicprogramming environment supporting the development of such translators.Section 6 contains a discussion of related work including di�erent models ofalgebraic compilers, the use of speci�cation languages in attribute grammars,action semantics and rewriting logics. It also includes a discussion of domainspeci�c language speci�cation techniques related to what we present in thispaper. Section 7 contains the concluding remarks.3



2 Model CheckingModel checking [11] is a formal technique used to verify the correctness of asystem according to a given correctness speci�cation. Systems are representedas labeled �nite state transition systems called Kripke models [12] or simplymodels. Correctness properties are de�ned by formulas written in a temporallogic. In this paper, we use CTL, a propositional, branching-time temporallogic as our example. A model checking algorithm determines which states ina model satisfy a given temporal logic formula; this algorithm can be seen asa language translator which maps formulas in the temporal logic language tosets in a language de�ned by the model. Note that this is the \classical" viewof model checking. There are other model checking techniques for verifying thecorrectness of a system, such as the CSP re�nement technique of Roscoe [13].We present the problem of model checking a temporal logic as a languagetranslation problem and implement two solutions as algebraic compilers usingdi�erent speci�cation languages.Following Clarke et al. [6], we de�ne a model as a tuple M = hN;E; P :AP ! 2Ni, where N is a �nite set of nodes N = fn1; n2; : : : ; nmg, and Ede�nes directed edges between nodes as a binary relation on N , E � N �N ,such that 8n 2 N; 9n0 2 N; (n; n0) 2 E, that is, every state has a successor.For each n 2 N we use the notation succ(n) = fn0 2 N j(n; n0) 2 Eg. A pathis an in�nite sequence of nodes (n0; n1; n2; : : : ) such that 8i; i � 0; (ni; ni+1) 2E. AP is a �nite set of atomic propositions, AP = fp1; p2; : : : ; png, P is aproposition labeling function that maps an atomic proposition in AP to theset of nodes in N on which that proposition is true.Figure 1 contains a sample program and its control ow graph which is repre-sented as a model. Nodes correspond to program statements and are numberedto match the statement numbers. Additional entry and exit nodes are alsogiven and numbered 0 and 9 respectively. The edges in the model representthe possible transitions through the program. The atomic propositions whichlabel nodes in this model are fentry ; exit ; defa ; defb; defc; usea ; useb; usecg. Theproposition entry labels only the entry node; exit labels only the exit node,defx labels a node if it de�nes the program variable x and usex labels a nodeif it uses x. We will see how some program analyses, like dead code detection,can be performed by model checking a temporal logic formula on this model.The following rules [6] de�ne the set of well-formed CTL formulas:(1) The logical constants, true and false are CTL formulas.(2) Every atomic proposition, p 2 AP , is a CTL formula.(3) If f1 and f2 are CTL formulas, then so are :f1, f1 ^ f2 and f1 _ f2.(4) If f1 and f2 are CTL formulas, then so are axf1, exf1, a[f1 u f2], and4



1. read a2. b := a � a3. c := a+ 104. if a < 100 then5. a := 100� aelse6. c := 107. a := c � 2endif8. write a

�� �entry 0?�� �defa 1?�� �defb; usea 2?�� �defc; usea 3?�� �usea 4�? �?�� �defa ; usea5
�-

�� �defc 6?�� �defa ; usec7���� �usea 8?�� �exit 9� �6Fig. 1. Example program and control ow model.e[f1 u f2].The meaning of a CTL formula is de�ned by the satisfaction relation, j=,presented in Table 1 [6]. By M;n j= f , or n j= f where M is implicit, wedenote that n satis�es the formula f in model M . The satis�ability set of fin M is de�ned as fn 2 N j M;n j= fg. The non-temporal operators de�nedin rules (1.), (2.) and (3.) have the expected meaning: e.g. the formula trueholds on any node in the model and :f holds on a node if f does not hold onthat node. The satisfaction of the temporal operators in (4.) depends on morethan one node in the model. The formula exf , respectively axf , holds on anode if at least one, respectively all, of its successors satis�es f . The formulae[f1 u f2], respectively a[f1 u f2], holds on a node n if on at least one of the,respectively all, paths from this node eventually f2 holds on a node and f1holds on all intervening nodes.As an example consider dead code elimination, a program transformation thatremoves assignment statements which do not a�ect the outcome of the pro-gram. We can use model checking to �nd such statements. Statement (2.)b := a � a can be removed from the example program with out changing themeaning of the program since the variable b is not used again. We can encodethis in the CTL formula a[:useb u exit]. We can safely remove statement (2.)5



n j= p i� n 2 P (p); p 2 APn j= true i� truen j= false i� falsen j= :f i� not n j= fn j= f1 ^ f2 i� n j= f1 and n j= f2n j= f1 _ f2 i� n j= f1 or n j= f2n j= axf1 i� 8(n; n0) 2 E;n0 j= f1n j= exf1 i� 9(n; n0) 2 E;n0 j= f1n j= a[f1 u f2] i� 8 paths (n = n0; n1; n2; : : : );9i[i � 0 ^ ni j= f2 ^ 8j[0 � j < i) nj j= f1]]n j= e[f1 u f2] i� 9 a path (n = n0; n1; n2; : : : ),9i[i � 0 ^ ni j= f2 ^ 8j[0 � j < i) nj j= f1]]Table 1The CTL satis�ability relation.since 2 j= a[:useb u exit]. Note that although statement (3.) could be removedwithout a�ecting the output of the program, 3 6j= a[:usec u exit] since c isused again, but only after it is rede�ned. We could re�ne our CTL formulato a[:usec u (defc ^ :usec) _ exit]. This formula states that on all paths c isnot used until either the exit node is reached or a node which de�nes c butdoes not use c is reached. Since 3 j= a[:usec u (defc ^ :usec)_ exit] we couldtherefore remove that statement.We present both a functional and an imperative version of a CTL modelchecker implemented as an algebraic compiler [2] MC : LS ! LT where thesource language LS is CTL and the target language LT is a language describingthe satis�ability sets of nodes of the model M . The algebraic compiler MCtranslates a CTL formula f , to the set of nodes, N 0, on which the formula fholds. That is, MC(f) = N 0 where N 0 = fn 2 N jM;n j= fg.3 Algebraic compilers3.1 �{algebras and �{languagesAn operator scheme is a tuple � = hS;Op; �i where S is a set of sorts, Opis a set of operator names, and � is a mapping de�ning the signatures of theoperator names in Op over the sorts in S. That is, � : Op ! S��S such thatif, for example, s0, s1, and s2 are sorts in S and op is an operator name in Op6



which stands for operations which take an element of sort s1 and an elementof sort s2 and generates an element of sort s0, then �(op) = s1 � s2 ! s0.A �{algebra is a family of non{empty sets, called the carrier sets, indexed bythe sorts S of � and a set of Op named operations over the elements of thesesets whose signatures are given by �. There may be many di�erent algebrasfor the same operator scheme �. These algebras are called similar and aremembers of the same class of similarity, denoted C(�). An interesting memberof C(�) is the word or term algebra for �. This algebra is parameterized bya family of variables V = fVsgs2S and is often denoted W�(V ). Its carriersets contain words formed from the variables of V and operator names of Opand its operators construct well formed formulas called words according tothe operation signatures de�ned by � [14]. Variables in V and the nullaryoperators are called generators and they are thus said to generate W�(V ).A �{language [2] L is de�ned as the tuple hAsem ;Asyn ;L : Asem ! Asyniwhere Asem is a �-algebra which is the language semantics, Asyn is a � wordalgebra which is the language syntax, and L is a partial mapping called thelanguage learning function [2,15]. The mapping L maps semantic constructsin Asem to their expressions as syntactic constructs in Asyn such that thereexists a complementary homomorphism E : Asyn ! Asem where if � 2 Asemand L(�) is de�ned then E(L(�)) = �. The mapping E is called the languageevaluation function and maps expressions in Asyn to their semantic constructsin Asem . L may be a relation instead of a function, but E is always a functionsince semantic constructs in Asem may be expressed in many ways in Asyn , butsyntactic constructs inAsyn have exactly one meaning inAsem . In what followswe will de�ne both CTL and the model M to be checked as �-languages.3.1.1 CTL as a �{language.CTL can be speci�ed as the �{language Lctl = hAsemctl ;Asynctl ;Lctli [16] usingthe operator scheme �ctl = hSctl ; Opctl ; �ctli where Sctl = fFg, the set ofsorts containing only one sort for \formula", Opctl = ftrue; false;:;^;_; ax ;ex ; au; eug, and �ctl is de�ned in Table 2. As CTL formulas are written us-ing atomic propositions from a speci�c model M , the syntax algebra Asynctl is�ctl(true) = ; ! F �ctl(ax) = F ! F�ctl(false) = ; ! F �ctl(ex) = F ! F�ctl(:) = F ! F �ctl(au) = F � F ! F�ctl(^) = F � F ! F �ctl(eu) = F � F ! F�ctl(_) = F � F ! FTable 2The signature �ctl of Opctl . 7



parameterized by the set of atomic propositions AP from M and is denotedas Asynctl (AP ). For example, the formula a[:useb u exit ] shown above has vari-ables useb and exit from AP of the above model and the : and au operationsconstruct the CTL formula (in the syntax word algebra) from these variables.The algebra Asynctl (AP) has as its carrier set all possible CTL formulas writtenusing the atomic propositions in AP . The operations of this algebra constructformulas (words) from variables and operator names. The set of variables APgenerates the algebra Asynctl (AP).Just as the syntactic algebra Asynctl (AP) is parameterized by the atomic propo-sitions AP of the model M , the semantic algebra Asemctl is also parameterizedby M in that the carrier set of the semantic algebra Asemctl is the power setof the set of nodes of the model M . The operations in this algebra, whilesimilar (that is, having the same signature) to those in Asynctl , operate on sets,not formulas, since the meaning of a CTL formula is in fact its satis�abilityset. Although the operations in the word algebra Asynctl (AP) are easily de�nedas simply concatenating operation names and operands together, the oper-ations in the semantic algebra Asemctl are less easily de�ned. The operationnames ftrue; false;:;^;_; ax ; ex ; au; eug in Opctl are interpreted in Asemctl bythe respective operations fN; ;; C;\;[; nextall ; next some ; lfpall ; lfpsomeg where� The nullary operators N and ; are, respectively, the constant set of all nodesin M and the constant empty set.� The unary operator C produces the complement in the setN of its argument.� The binary operators \ and [ are the standard set union and intersection.� The unary operators nextall and next some are de�ned as� nextall (�) = fn 2 N jsuccessors(n) � �g, � 2 2N� next some(�) = fn 2 N jsuccessors(n) \ � 6= ;g, � 2 2NHere successors(n) denotes the successors in M of node n.� The binary operators lfpall and lfpsome are de�ned, for �; � 2 2N , as� lfpall(�; �) computes the least �xed point of the equation Z = �[(�\fn 2N jsuccessors(n) � (� \ Z)g)� lfpsome(�; �) computes the least �xed point of the equation Z = � [ (� \fn 2 N j(successors(n) \ � \ Z) 6= ;g) [6].Although we do have a mathematical formulation of the semantic algebraAsemctl , language learning function Lctl and the language evaluation functionEctl they are not used in constructing the model checking software artifactwhich performs the actual model checking process. In Sections 5.1 and 5.2 wewill de�ne model checkers as compositions of several functions and relationsincluding the semantic algebra and language learning and evaluation functionsof other �-languages. These will be discussed as we encounter them. Eventhough some components of various �-languages will not be explicitly usedthey are all de�ned. 8



3.1.2 A model as a �{language.As the target language of our algebraic model checker, we develop a �{language based on sets which is parameterized by a speci�c model. For a modelM , LM = hAsemM ;AsynM ;LMi using operator scheme �M = hSM ; OpM ; �Miwhere SM = fSet ;Node;Booleg, OpM = f;; N;[;\; n, succ; 2;�;=;\f g",insert , get one, get rest g, and �M is de�ned in Table 3. The operators in the�M (;) = ; ! Set�M (N) = ; ! Set�M ([) = Set � Set ! Set�M (\) = Set � Set ! Set�M (n) = Set � Set ! Set�M (succ) = Node ! Set�M (f g) = Node ! Set�M (2) = Node � Set ! Boole�M (�) = Set � Set ! Boole�M (=) = Set � Set ! Boole�M (insert) = Node � Set ! Set�M (get one) = Set ! Node�M (get rest) = Set ! SetTable 3The signature �M of OpM .syntax and semantics algebras of LM are mostly self{descriptive. The nullaryoperators ; and N generate respectively the empty set and the full set of nodesN . The binary operators [, \, and n are respectively set union, intersectionand di�erence. We also have the subset (�), set equality (=), and membershipoperations (2), the successor function succ and singleton set creation functiondenoted by f g. The get one operation returns a node from a non{empty set,get rest returns all but one node from a non{empty set and insert adds anelement to an existing set. They are de�ned such that for any non{empty setS, insert(get one(S); get rest(S)) = S. These operators build set expressionsin the syntax algebra AsynM and sets in the semantic algebra AsemM .This language learning function LM is a relation that maps set values s toset expressions and EM evaluates these set expressions to generate sets. Theyare de�ned such that 8s 2 AsemM ; EM(LM(s)) = s. In our model checkers inSections 5.1 and 5.2, LM is used as the �nal step to map set values to setexpressions. It in e�ect acts as a \print" function for the algebra. Although itis a relation, we will apply it as a function under the assumption that it will9



generate the most compact set expression for a given set by simply listing theset elements and not forming complex expressions. It is de�ned as expected.3.2 Algebraic compilersAn algebraic compiler [2,15] C : LS ! LT that maps the language LS = hAsynS ;AsemS ;LSi into the language LT = hAsynT ;AsemT ;LT i is a pair of (generalized)homomorphisms (Hsyn : AsynS ! AsynT ; Hsem : AsemS ! AsemT ) de�ned such thatthe diagram in Figure 2 commutes. In general, the operator schemes of the
AsemT � ET AsynT � LT AsemT?Hsem ?Hsyn ?HsemAsemS -LS AsynS -ES AsemS

Fig. 2. An algebraic compiler.algebras in these two languages may not be similar, as is the case with theoperator schemes �ctl and �M for the languages Lctl and LM . Thus theremay not be a homomorphism between the algebras of the source and targetlanguages. Instead, for each source algebra operation we will compose an ap-propriate operation from several target algebra operations. Such operationsare called derived operations. Derived operations are written using words fromthe target word algebra parameterized by a set of speci�cation 2 variables. Wewill use sub-scripted versions of the sort names from the source language op-erator scheme as speci�cation variables. The word \N n F1", is a word in thealgebra AsynM (fF1g) which speci�es the unary derived operation for taking thecomplement of a set with respect to the full set of nodes N . The speci�cationvariable F1 is the formal parameter of the derived operation. We will associatethis derived operation with the CTL operation : since given the satis�abilityset of a formula f , it will generate the satis�ability set of the formula : f .To de�ne a generalized homomorphism [17] H from algebra A�S with oper-ator scheme �S = hSS; OpS; �Si to algebra A�T with the possibly dissimilaroperator scheme �T = hST ; OpT ; �T i we must de�ne the following mappings:(1) a sort map, sm : SS ! ST which maps source algebra sorts to targetalgebra sorts. In a generalized homomorphism, an object of sort a of �Swill be mapped to an object of sort sm(a) of �T .(2) an operator map, om : OpS ! W�T (S 0S), which maps operators in thesource algebra to words in the target syntax algebra with speci�cationvariables S 0S { the source sort names with subscripts. These words spec-ify the derived operations used in both the syntax and semantic target2 In previous work we have referred to these as meta variables.10



algebras AsynST and AsemST respectively of the hybrid language LST de�nedbelow.The derived operations, which take operands from the target algebra, havethe same signatures as their counterparts in the source algebra, and thuswe implicitly create an intermediate hybrid algebra LST = hAsemST ;AsynST ;LST iwhich has the same operator scheme �S as the source algebras, but whosecarrier sets are populated by values from the target algebras and whose oper-ations are the derived operations speci�ed by the operator map om. A gener-alized homomorphism Hs : AsS !AsT ; s 2 fsem; syng is thus the compositionof an embedding homomorphism from AsS to the intermediate algebra AsST ,(ems : AsS ! AsST ) with an identity injection mapping from the intermedi-ate algebra to AsT , (ims : AsST ! AsT ) [2,18]. The mappings ims are identitymappings that map elements in sort a; a 2 SS in AsST to the same value insort sm(a) 2 ST in AsT . Thus Hs = ems � ims. Note that in this paper thearguments of function composition (�) are written in diagrammatic order asopposed to following the standard convention. Thus (f � g)(x) = g(f(x)). Inlater sections where we compose several functions to de�ne a model checkerthis ordering makes it easier to \follow the path" through the commutativediagrams. Since both the syntax and semantic generalized homomorphisms ofFigure 2 are implemented in this manner, the intermediate algebras form anintermediate �{language LST and thus, the diagram of Figure 2 becomes thecommutative diagram in Figure 3.
AsemT -LT AsynT -ET AsemT?imsem ?imsyn ?imsemAsemST � EST AsynST � LST AsemST?emsem ?emsyn ?emsemAsemS -LS AsynS -ES AsemS

Fig. 3. An algebraic compiler with the intermediate language displayed.Given a mapping H 0 = fH 0a : a ! sm(a)ga2SS that maps generators G =fGaga2SS of the source algebra into the target algebra, H 0 can be uniquelyextended to a homomorphism H : AS ! AT [17,2]. The algorithm for imple-menting a generalized homomorphism H from a �S algebra generated by Gis H(x) = if x 2 Ga for some a 2 SS then H 0a(x)else if x = f(x1; x2; : : : ; xn) for some f 2 OpSthen om(f)(H(x1); H(x2); : : : ; H(xn)) (1)This is all made clear by examining it in the context of our model checker as11



an algebraic compiler. For starters, the sort map sm simply maps the sort F in�ctl to the sort Set in �M . The generators G are the set of atomic propositions,GF = AP , andH 0F is the proposition modeling function P fromM which mapsatomic propositions to their satis�ability sets. What is left then, is to de�nethe operator map om which maps CTL operators in Opctl to derived operationsover satis�ability sets. We saw above how the word \N n F1" could be usedto specify the derived operation for the CTL operation : : F1 ! F0. The useof the indexed sort name F (F1) as the speci�cation variable is to show thecorrespondence between the parameters of the source and derived operations.The subscripts are used to distinguish between multiple parameters of thesame sort, di�erent sorts will have di�erent names.Consider now the CTL operator ax. We cannot write a correct derived oper-ation using only the operators from the target language. We need additionalconstructs with which to compose a derived operation. It is at this point thatwe can begin to speak of speci�cation languages 3 used in the speci�cationof algebraic compilers instead of just speci�cation variables. By introducingsome functional language constructs into the language in which we write de-rived operations, we may like to write the derived operation for ax asom(ax : F1 ! F0) = �lter ( (� n . succ(n) � F1 ), S )where \�lter" is a generic operation which applies a predicate (given by the �{expression) to each element of a container type, returning a similar containertype which contains only those elements from the original which satisfy thepredicate. Where F1 represents the satis�ability set of a CTL formula f , thederived operation denoted by this term will compute the satis�ability set ofthe CTL formula ax f . It does this by extracting from N those nodes thatsatisfy the condition that all of their successors satisfy the formula f .Instead of extending the target algebra with these operations, we show inthe following section how a speci�cation language containing these constructscan be used in conjunction with the target language to write the appropriatederived operations. The de�ciency of the target language algebras AsemM andAsynM is of the �rst variety we mentioned in the introduction. It is clear the everyformula in Asynctl has a representation of it satis�ability set in AsynM and AsemM .The operations in AsynM however are not computationally powerful enoughto compute the set expressions representing the satis�ability sets since theyonly create terms (set expressions) in AsynM by concatenating terms together.Similarly, the operations in AsemM perform set operations but there is no facilityfor general computation and thus we do not have the facilities to compute thesatis�ability set for formulas created using the temporal operators.The advantage of keeping the speci�cation language separate from the target3 In a previous work [19,20] we have referred to these as meta languages.12



language is that we can populate an algebraic language processing environmentwith several reusable speci�cation languages which a language designer mayuse to build translators.
3.3 Evaluation of derived operationsAs we have seen, derived operations are speci�ed by words from the tar-get language syntax algebra AsynT (S 0S) over a sub-scripted set of speci�cationvariables from the source signature set of sorts SS. In Figure 3, the samewords from AsynT (S 0S) are used to specify the operations of the syntax alge-bra AsynST and the semantics algebra AsemST . Thus, we could build a general-ized homomorphism He : AsynS ! AsemST which maps words in AsynS directlyto values in AsemST . He is equivalent to the composition of the embeddingmorphism emsyn : AsynS ! AsynST and the LST evaluation function EST , i.e.He = emsyn � EST . In the case of our model checker, such a homomorphismwould map CTL formulas directly to their satis�ability sets in the intermedi-ate semantic algebra. For e�ciency reasons this may be desirable and is oftenthe way we will actually implement model checkers as algebraic compilers.
4 Speci�cation languages in algebraic compilersA speci�cation language as used in an algebraic compiler is a parameterized�-language used in conjunction with the target language to specify derivedoperations. It has the additional constructs required to correctly write thederived operations which specify the translation. In the functional instanceof the model checker, these speci�cation language operations will include the�lter and �{expression operators we saw above. In the imperative instance,the speci�cation language constructs will include if, while and assignment con-structs as well as a for each loop operation. These operations, in combinationwith the target language operations of set intersection, union, membership,etc., are used to write the derived operations specifying the model checker. Inthis section we �rst briey discuss macro languages as instances of speci�cationlanguages and then discuss speci�cation languages in general and how theyare instantiated with a speci�c target language to provide a language whichcan be used to specify the derived operations of an algebraic compiler. Fol-lowing this we describe the functional and imperative speci�cation languagesand their instantiations with the model target language LM .13



4.1 Macro languages as speci�cation languagesMacro processing has long been used as a mechanism for implementing lan-guage translators [21{25]. Our colleagues and we have used macro processing inthe framework of algebraic compilers in many di�erent instances [26{28,18,29].In all of these cases, the macro languages act as a kind of translator speci�-cation language. In the realm of algebraic compilers, the macro language actsas a speci�cation language for specifying derived operations.To use macro languages in specifying derived operations we specify, for eachsource language operation, a macro whose actual parameters are the targetimages of the components of the source language construct. Its formal pa-rameters are the sub-scripted sorts from the signature of the source languageoperation. The process of expanding this macro at compile time generatesthe target language image of the source construct. Consider, for example, atranslator for an imperative programming language whose target language is astack machine assembly language. The source language has a binary additionoperator with signature �(add) = Expr � Expr ! Expr for integer or realnumber addition (without type coercion for simplicity). The target images ofexpressions are assembly language code fragments which leave their result onthe top of the stack. We can thus specify the translation of add by the fol-lowing (semantic) macro which upon macro expansion, generates the targetlanguage code fragment consisting of the target images of the components ofadd followed by the integer or real number add instruction, addi or addr re-spectively, depending on the type of the �rst component. This macro expandsinto code which computes the value of the expression and leaves that value onthe top of the stack.add : Expr0 ::= Expr 1 Expr2macro : Expr1Expr2#if $type(Expr1 ) = Integeraddi#elseaddr#endif(By using Maddox's semantic macros [25] in algebraic compilers [18], we canaccess semantic information such as an expression's type, $type(Expr1 ), duringmacro expansion.)Of interest here is the fact that we've used the macro language #if constructto specify the derived operation which computes the target language image,in the target language syntax algebra, of add expressions. The #if construct14



is the required operation { which does not exist in the target language syntaxalgebra { we need to specify this derived operation. In this case, the targetlanguage has the �rst type of de�ciency we mentioned in the introduction;although it contains the elements (target language programs) in the range ofthe compiler, it does not contain the operations required to correctly constructthese target language images. A subtle point to observe is that although thetarget language may have a branch operation, in the target syntax algebra thisoperation would only concatenate words together; it would not perform thebranch computation needed to determine which add instruction to use in thetarget image. The operations in the target syntax algebra only concatenatewords together and have no computational facilities for branching. The macrolanguage provides the required additional capabilities.The speci�cation languages presented in this paper should be seen as gen-eralizations of macro languages, but the speci�cation languages are de�nedalgebraically and are independent of the target language. We are not addingnew constructs to the target language to make the translation possible, butinstead are introducing a speci�cation language with the required constructsthat, as we will see in the following section, sits between the source and targetlanguage and enables the translation.4.2 Speci�cation language instantiationA speci�cation language LSp used in an algebraic compiler is essentially a pa-rameterized �{language. To use a speci�cation language it must be instanti-ated with the target language of the algebraic compiler. Like all �{languages,a speci�cation language has an operator scheme �Sp , syntax and semanticalgebras AsemSp and AsynSp , and a language learning function LSp . The opera-tor scheme �Sp is the tuple hSSp; OpSp; �Spi where SSp and OpSp are a setof sorts and operator names as seen above. The signatures of these operatornames, however, may include parameters as well as sorts from SSp . That is,�Sp : OpSp ! PS�Sp � PSSp, where PSSp = SSp [ Param and Param is aset of parameter names. The syntax and semantic algebras of a speci�cationlanguage contain carrier sets and operations as expected, but these will beaugmented with carrier sets and operations from the target language alge-bras. Components of the target language are the actual parameters which areused to instantiate the speci�cation language so that it can be used in analgebraic compiler.To write derived operations using speci�cation (LSp) and target (LT ) lan-guage operations, the instantiation of the speci�cation language is created(by the language processing environment) from these two languages. A spec-i�cation language LSp instantiated with a target language LT is denoted15



LSpT = hAsemSpT ;AsynSpT ;LSpT i with operator scheme �SpT . To instantiate a spec-i�cation language the following tasks must be performed:(1) Instantiate the operator scheme �SpT . �SpT = hSSpT ; OpSpT ; �SpT i wherethe set of sorts SSpT is the union of the speci�cation and target sortsSSp[ST and the operator names OpSpT are the union of speci�cation andtarget operator names OpSp [ OpT . The signatures of the instantiatedoperations are de�ned by �SpT : OpSpT ! SSpT � � SSpT . Note that thereare no parameters in these signatures. These signatures are created byreplacing parameters in �Sp signatures with sort names in ST and SSpand adding the target languages signatures in �T . In our model checker,the target language sorts Node, Set and Boole replace the parameters inthe speci�cation language signatures. As we will see, this may cause �SpTto be a relation instead of a function and thus the same operator namemaps to several operations on di�erent sorts.(2) Instantiate the syntax algebra AsynSpT . The carrier sets of this algebra arethe words with sorts SSpT . These contain more than simply the appropri-ate union of the carrier sets of the uninstantiated speci�cation languageand the target language, but all words created by the operations in the in-stantiated syntax algebra. We need operations for each signature in �SpTgenerated above. These operations may combine words from speci�ca-tion and target language sorts but these operations can be automaticallyconstructed from the speci�cation and target syntax algebra operationssince they simply paste words together.(3) Instantiate the semantic algebra AsemSpT . We must also instantiate the op-erations of this algebra. Either they are explicitly constructed for the newtypes, a kind of ad hoc polymorphism, or, preferably, the existing speci-�cation language operations are generic (polymorphic or polytypic) [30]and can thus automatically work on the data-types from the target alge-bra or are de�ned in terms of existing operations in the speci�cation andtarget semantic algebras. This process is dependent on the speci�cationand target algebras and is discussed in more detail below when we presentthe functional and imperative speci�cation languages.Derived operations for the generalized homomorphism are now written inAsynSpT (S 0S), the instantiated speci�cation language word algebra with speci-�cation variables S 0S, instead of the syntax algebra AsynT (S 0S) of the targetlanguage LT as done before. Thus, the operator map om used in de�ningthe generalized homomorphism has the signature om : OpS ! AsynSpT (S 0S). Itmaps source language operators to words containing operator names from thespeci�cation and target language. These words specify the derived operationswhich create the target images of source language constructs. The sort mapsm is the same as before so that target images of source language constructsare still objects of sorts in the target language, not sorts of the speci�cationlanguage. 16



When building such an algebraic compiler the hybrid intermediate languageLST from Figure 3 is replaced by the hybrid intermediate language LSSpT =hAsemSSpT ;AsynSSpT ;LSSpT i as shown in Figure 4. Like LST , this language has thesame operator scheme �S as the source language, but has operations builtusing the operations from LSpT . The embedding morphisms emsyn and emsemin Figure 4 are computed in the same manner as those in Figure 3. We alsoadd an extra pair of identity injection mappings between LSSpT and LSpT .

AsemT � ET AsynT � LT AsemT?im1sem ?im1syn ?im1semAsemSpT -LSpT AsynSpT -ESpT AsemSpT?im2sem ?im2syn ?im2semAsemSSpT �ESSpT AsynSSpT �LSSpT AsemSSpT?emsem ?emsyn ?emsemAsemS -LS AsynS -ES AsemS

Fig. 4. An algebraic compiler with a meta language layer.Just as the intermediate hybrid language LST in Figure 3 is automatically cre-ated, so is LSSpT = hAsemSSpT ;AsynSSpT ;LSSpT i. However, we do need to explicitlycreate (portions of) the speci�cation language LSpT using the process sketchedabove and employed for the functional and imperative languages below. But,this makes sense; we should not expect to get this language entirely \for free."Whereas before we speci�ed the source and target language of the algebraiccompiler and wrote derived operations in the target syntax algebra with spec-i�cation variables, we must now specify the speci�cation language we wishto use as well. The derived operations are then written in the instantiatedspeci�cation language syntax algebra.An appropriate set of algebraic language processing tools can automaticallyinstantiate much, if not all, of the speci�cation language. Since the syntax al-gebra operations can always be automatically instantiated, it is the semanticalgebra operations { the ones which do the actual computation in algebraiccompilers { which may in a few cases need to be done by hand. The degreeto which this process can be automated for a speci�cation language deter-mines the convenience of using that speci�cation language. If the speci�cationlanguage semantic algebra operations are polymorphic, polytypic (generic) orde�ned in terms of existing operations in the speci�cation and target alge-bra then this process can be automated as is the case for the speci�cationlanguages presented here. 17



4.3 A functional speci�cation languageAs alluded to above, we can use a functional speci�cation language in spec-ifying our algebraic model checker MC : Lctl ! LM . This allows us to writederived operations for the temporal logic operators ax ; ex ; au, and eu usingfunctional language constructs and thus provide concise speci�cations for ourmodel checker. Although a functional speci�cation language would have manyother higher order functions, like map and fold , we only describe here theoperations which are used in our algebraic speci�cation of the model checker.We do however use � expressions and higher order functions �lter , limit anditerate which are de�ned below.Our functional speci�cation language LF = h AsemF , AsynF , LF i has operatorscheme �F = hSF = fBoole;Var ;Func;Listg; OpF = fnot , and , empty ,insert , get one, get rest , �, fetch, limit , iterate, �lterg; �F i, where �F usesthe parameter a 2 Param and is de�ned in Table 4.�F (not) = Boole ! Boole�F (and ) = Boole � Boole ! Boole�F (empty) = ; ! List�F (insert) = a� List ! List�F (get one) = List ! a�F (get rest) = List ! List�F (�) = Var � a ! Func�F (fetch) = Var ! a�F (limit) = List ! a�F (iterate) = Func � a ! List�F (�lter ) = Func � a ! aTable 4The signature �F of OpF .The Boole sort is for Boolean values and variables and corresponds to theBoole sort from the model operator scheme �M . Note that the operators notand and above are distinct from those in CTL. Var is for variables used in�{expressions. As indicated by their names, Func is for functions and List forlists.The syntax algebra AsynF has operations for building words (programs) andcarrier sets which contains these words. The syntax operations are de�ned aswe expect. 18



The semantic algebraAsemF provides an evaluation of programs in the syntacticalgebra. The carrier sets contain the values which result from the evaluationof the speci�cation language constructs such as not and �lter . The Boolecarrier set in AsemF contains the semantic value true and false and the semanticoperations and and not are the expected Boolean operations. The semanticcarrier set Func contains, as expected, functions. In this language, and higherorder functional languages in general, the semantic algebra operations are�rst class citizens of the language which means that these operations are alsoelements of the Func carrier set.The List carrier set is slightly di�erent since we would like to allow (possibly)in�nite lists to be represented in our speci�cation language. Thus the Listcarrier set will contain \lazy lists" implemented as list computations whichare evaluated lazily to create list values only as they are needed. One couldcorrectly say that all operations in this language are strict except for thelist operations which are non-strict and calculated via lazy evaluation. Thesemantic operation limit is a function which lazily evaluates a list of elements,returning the �rst element in the list which is followed by a element of thesame value. For example, limit [1; 2; 3; 3; 4; 5; : : : ] evaluates to 3. Even if theelements of this operand list continue to increase and thus form an in�nitelist, the limit operation is well de�ned since the lists are lazily evaluated.That is, we do not �rst compute the entire (in this case in�nite) list and passit to the limit operation, but pass the list computation which could potentiallybuild this in�nite list. Since the limit operation will only query its operandfor a succeeding elements of the list if the previous two values were di�erentit is possible for limit to return the value 3 above without calculating thecomplete value of the in�nite list. On lists where there are no two adjacentequal values, the limit function does not terminate and thus limit is a partialfunction. This operation is a polymorphic operation in that it works on listscontaining elements of any sort, as long as there is an equality operation onvalues of that sort.The list manipulation operation empty creates the empty lazy list, insertcreates a new list by adding an element to the beginning of another list, get onereturns the �rst element in a list, and get rest returns the list containing allbut the �rst element of a list.The �lter operation applies a Boolean function to each element of a containertype, and constructs a new container type with only those original elementswhich evaluate to true under the Boolean function. �lter is de�ned as follows:�lter (f; c) = if c = empty then emptyelse if f(get one(c))then insert(get one(c); �lter(f ; get rest(c)))else �lter(f ; get rest(c))19



Since the container List has implementations of operations =, empty, get one,get rest , and insert operations, the �lter operation can be applied to lists. Notethat �lter examines every element of the container type and thus if it is appliedto a list, that list must be �nite or the computation will not terminate.The iterate semantic operation is also lazy and repeatedly applies a unaryfunction �rst using a given initial value and then to the value returned fromthe previous application. That is, iterate(f; x) = insert(x; (iterate(f; f(x)))).For example, with an initial integer value 3 and the increment-by-one functioninc, iterate inc 3 produces an in�nite lazy list that when evaluated producesthe values [3; 4; 5; 6; :::].4.3.1 Instantiating the functional speci�cation language.To use this functional speci�cation language in our model checker speci�ca-tions we must �rst instantiate it with the target language LM . We can createthe instantiated speci�cation language LFM = hAsemFM ;AsynFM ;LFM i with theoperator scheme �FM from the speci�cation language LF and the model lan-guage LM using the process described above. We begin by instantiating newoperator signatures by replacing the parameter a in �F with sort names Set ,Node and Boole from the model language operator scheme �M . We will thuscreate new signatures for operations which previously did not exist, such as�FM (�lter) = Func � Set ! Set .Instantiating the operations in the syntax algebra can be done automaticallysince they simply paste together words and the sorts of the component wordsdo not a�ect the operations behavior. In the case of �FM (�lter) = Func �Set ! Set the �lter operation from the syntax algebra AsynF is also used tocreate words of the sort Set . All syntax algebra operations can be instantiatedin this way.We must also instantiate the operations in the semantics algebra. The seman-tic operations from AsemM are included in AsemFM as they are. More interestingly,some of the operations suggested by the instantiation of signatures by replac-ing parameters with sort names would be invalid and would not be used in anyprogram. Thus, we need not concern ourselves with creating semantic oper-ations for these signatures. For example, consider instantiating the signature�F (�lter) = Func � a ! a by replacing parameter a with the sort Boole. Itis invalid to apply a �lter operation to a Boolean value since there are noget one or get rest operations for Boole values. Thus we do not provide animplementation for this semantic operation. In some cases, there may also bevalid operations which we do not intend to use in the derived operations of thealgebraic compiler, and therefore we do not need to instantiate them either.We do, however, need some new operations; for example, the operations with20



the signatures �FM (�lter) = Func � Set ! Set and �FM (iterate) = Func �Set ! List are used in our derived operations. Do we have to manually provideimplementations for this operations? No, since �lter and iterate are de�nedin terms of existing operations, its implementation is automatically provided.In the case of �lter over sets, since the sort Set has implementations of theoperations =, empty , get one, get rest , and insert the �lter operation can beapplied to sets as well as lists.Clearly, these operation names were not chosen by accident or included in themodel language without an understanding how they would ultimately be used.This is similar to what happens in modern programming languages such asJava [31] and Haskell [32]. In Java, an \interface" plays the role of what wehave presented above. A class is said to \implement an interface" if it providesmethod de�nitions for the methods named in the interface. In our case, wecould have a �lter interface consisting of method names =, empty , get one,get rest , and insert . The �lter operation could then be applied to sets if theSet sort implements these operations. In Haskell, a similar functionality isprovided by type classes. A data type is a member of a type class if it providesimplementations for the functions named in the type class. We might de�nea �lter type class to contain the signatures of the required operations andde�ne Set to be an instance of that type class by providing de�nitions of thesefunctions.In the case of iterate, no restrictions are placed on the parameter sort sinceiterate creates lists by lazily applying the function to values of that sort tocreate a list of elements of that sort. The iterate operation provided by theuninstantiated speci�cation language in AsemF is polymorphic and works withfunctions and initial values of any type, assuming of course that the functionsinput and output types are those of the initial value.As we will see in Section 5.1, the language learning function LFM is not useddirectly in the model checker, but the evaluation function EFM is. It executesprograms in AsynFM by mapping them to their values in AsemFM .4.4 An imperative speci�cation languageWe similarly design an imperative speci�cation language LI = h AsemI , AsynI ,LIi that has operator scheme �I = hSI ; OpI; �Ii. The sort set contains sortsSI = fExpr ;ExprList ;Dcl ;DclList;Var ;Booleg for expressions, declarations,variables and Boolean expressions, as are familiar in imperative languages.For simplicity, we will not make a syntactic distinction between expressionsand statements as is normally done. Some of our expressions will have sidee�ects and thus change the memory state in the same manner as state-21



ments do and others will be side e�ect free like traditional expressions. Theoperator names OpI includes the familiar imperative language operations;OpI = flet ; begin; if ;while; for each; assign; not; and ; :::g. The if , while andassign operators are as expected. The for each operation executes an expres-sion for each element of a container value. The let operation allows the intro-duction of local variables. The \value" of a let binding is the value of the �nalexpression in its body. The begin operator is simply a let operation withoutany declarations. These operator's signatures, and others as de�ned by �I , areshown in Table 5 where a 2 Param.�I(let) = DclList � ExprList ! Expr�I(begin) = ExprList ! Expr�I(if ) = Boole � Expr ! Expr�I(while) = Boole � Expr ! Expr�I(for each) = Var � a� Expr ! Expr�I(assign) = Var � Expr ! Expr�I(not) = Boole ! Boole�I(and ) = Boole � Boole ! Boole�I(fetch) = Var ! Expr�I(dcl) = Var � Expr ! Dcl�I(elist1 ) = Expr ! ExprList�I(elist2 ) = ExprList � Expr ! ExprList�I(dlist1 ) = Dcl ! DclList�I(dlist2 ) = DclList �Dcl ! DclList�I(expr1 ) = a ! Expr�I(expr2 ) = Expr ! aTable 5The signature �I of OpI .As with the functional speci�cation language LF , the imperative syntax alge-bra AsynI contains words, that is programs, written in this imperative languageand its operations are de�ned as expected. For example, the for each syntaxoperation is for eachsyn(v; e; s) = for each v in e s.The semantic algebra AsemI is slightly di�erent from the functional semanticalgebra AsemF in that carrier sets contain computations, not values, and the22



operations build these computations. We de�ne, in the traditional manner, astate as a mapping State : Name ! V alue from variable names to values. Acomputation is then a mapping of type State ! hV alue; Statei that takes astate and returns a value and possibly updated state.The semantic not operation in AsemI is a function not(b) = �st ! h:v; st0iwhere hv; st0i = b(st). It takes a computation b, which when given the state streturns the value v of b in state st a the possibly updated state st0. The newcomputation is the function which takes st and returns the negation of v andthe state st0. The assign operator is a function assign(x; e) = �st ! hv; st0ithat maps an input state st to an output state st0 that maps x to the value of ein state st and v is also the value of e in state st. That is, assign(x; e) = �st!hv; st0i where hv; st00i = e(st) and st0 = st00[x 7! v]. (The state st[x 7! v] isthe same as st except it maps x to v.) Similarly, fetch(v) = �st! hst(v); stiand dcl(v; e) = �st! h?; st0[v 7! ve] where hve; st0i = e(st). (? represent theunde�ned value.) The operations expr1 and expr2 are used to shu�e valuesbetween sorts as needed.The for each semantic operation is de�ned in terms of existing operations inthe speci�cation and target semantic algebras as follows:for each(v; e; s) = let t1 := e ,v := ?in while not ( t1 = empty ) beginv := get one ( e ) ;t1 := get rest ( t1 ) ;sendendThis operation is the imperative version of the �lter function in the languageLF and works with any container type implementing the operations empty ,=, get one, and get rest .4.4.1 Instantiating the imperative speci�cation language.Instantiating the speci�cation language LIM = hAsynIM ;AsemIM ;LIM i with oper-ator scheme �IM from LI and LM proceeds in the same manner as with thefunctional speci�cation language. The new operator scheme �IM is created byreplacing the parameter a in �I with sort names from SI and SM . The syntaxoperations in AsynIM can be automatically instantiated as before.Again, it is the instantiation of the semantics algebra AsemIM which is mostinteresting. As with the �lter operation in LF , the semantic for each operatoris de�ned in terms of operations in the speci�cation and target language.23



Since there are empty , =, get one and get rest operations de�ned on Sets thefor each construct can be instantiated to create the \set iterator" operationwith signature Var � Set � Expr ! Expr .In this case however, we can not simply include the carrier sets and operationsfrom the target language semantic algebra AsemM as they are. In AsemIM , theSet , Node and Boole carrier sets must now be computations with the typeState ! hV alue; Statei instead of simple values. In fact, Set , Node and Boolebecome synonyms for State ! hValue; Statei. The operations from AsemM mustalso be modi�ed to take such types as operands. Thus we will lift the semanticsalgebra operations to take operands of type State ! hValue; Statei. Below, wewill subscript sort names and operations withM to indicate the originals fromAsemM ; for example, UM represents the original set union operator and SetMrepresents the original Set carrier in AsemM . Consider the set union operationwith signature �M ([) = Set � Set ! Set . In AsemIM , s1 [ s2 = �st ! hv1 [Mv2; st2i where hv1; st1i = s1(st) and hv2; st2i = s2(st1). That is, the statetransformation will compute the set value v1 and (possibly new) state st1from s1 using the input state st. The state st1 is used by s2 to compute theset value v2 and (possibly new) state st2. The set value v1 [M v2 is computedusing the set union operator from AsemM . The other component generated bythe state transformation is the new state st2.As before, the learning function LIM is not used in the implementation of themodel checker. Its existence is important in correctness proofs. The evaluationfunction EIM maps programs in AsynIM to state transforming computations inAsemIM . The manner in which these computations are used in implementing themodel checker is discussed in Section 5.2.5 Model checker speci�cation and implementationIn this section we show the speci�cations for the algebraic model checker us-ing the functional and imperative speci�cation languages. We will write thetranslation speci�cations for each CTL operation op 2 Opctl , by writing thesignature of the operation, �ctl(op), followed by its derived operation in thetarget, om(op), but we will drop the om for convenience. The operations sig-natures are written with the output sort of each operation to the left and theoperation name split between the input sorts in a BNF notation. (In fact, somealgebraic tools like TICS [28] use this speci�cation to generate a parser for thesource language.) The speci�cation variables used in the derived operationsare indexed source language sorts found in the source operation signature. Inthe derived operations, a speci�cation variable for an input sort represents thetarget image of the corresponding source language component. These speci-�cations are processed by an algebraic language processing environment to24



automatically generate the model checker [16,33,10].5.1 A functional model checker speci�cationWith the instantiated functional speci�cation language LFM we can writederived operations to implement a model checker. Figure 4 is replicated inFigure 5 using the functional speci�cation language LFM .
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Fig. 5. An algebraic compiler with a functional speci�cation language layer.As before, the intermediate hybrid language LSFM = hAsemSFM ;AsynSFM ;LSFM i isautomatically created from the source language Lctl and the instantiated spec-i�cation language LFM . It has the same operator scheme as Lctl but its carriersets contain elements from LFM and its operations are derived operations com-posed from the operations in LFM . The embedding morphism emsyn is de�nedas before in (1) in Section 3 and speci�ed by the derived operations given be-low. The embedding morphism emsem and the injection mappings im1sem andim2sem are simply identity mappings since the semantic algebras Asemctl , AsemSFM ,AsemFM and AsemM all contain the same sets of nodes from the model M . The in-jection mapping im2syn is also an identity mapping. The injection mappingim1syn is not implemented directly since it requires mapping words/programsin LFM , which de�nes how to compute sets, to set words in LM . Thus, im1syncan be implemented as the composition EFM � im1sem � LM .The functional version of the algebraic model checker MCF maps CTL for-mulas in Asynctl (AP ) to their satis�ability sets in AsynM . It can be de�ned asMCF = emsyn � im2syn �EFM � im1sem �LM . A CTL formula is �rst mapped byemsyn to a word in AsynSFM and then by the identity im2syn intoAsynFM . This wordis a program in the instantiated speci�cation language which when executedcomputes the satis�ability set of the CTL formula. The language evaluationfunction EFM performs exactly this function. Since the result of this evalua-tion is a set, it is in the domain of the partial identity mapping im1sem which25



maps it into AsemM . The language learning relation LM can map this set into asimple representation in AsynM . Here, LM acts as a simple output mechanism todisplay the set. Thus, although we do not use the language learning relationLctl in the model checker, we do use the language learning relation LM of thetarget language. As suggested in Section 3.3 we can implement MCF in analternative way using the embedding emalt shown in Figure 5.All that is left to do to specify MCF is to de�ne the derived operationsvia the operator map om : Opctl ! AsynFM (S 0ctl). For the non{temporal oper-ators in Lctl we have the straightforward derived operations shown below:F0 ::= true F0 ::= false F0 ::= : F1 F0 ::= F1 ^ F2N ; N n F1 F1 \ F2The operation true has the derived operation N (shown directly below it)indicating that the satis�ability set of true is the full set of nodes N in themodel M ; false has derived operation ; indicating that the satis�ability setof false is the empty set. The derived operation associated with : shows thatthe satis�ability of : f is the set di�erence of N and the satis�ability set off , denoted by the sort name F1. Similarly, ^ is speci�ed by the intersection ofthe satis�ability sets of the two sub formulas respectively denoted F1 and F2.In the derived operation for ax, seen below, we see the use of some speci�cationlanguage constructs. Here, we de�ne the satis�ability set of ax f by �lteringthe set of nodes by a function which selects only those nodes such that all oftheir successors are in the satis�ability set of f .F0 ::= axF1 �lter ( � n ! succ(n) � F1 , N )The derived operation for au is similar, but uses the limit and iterate opera-tions to implement a type of least �xed point operator of the function speci�edby the �{expression.F0 ::= a[F1 u F2]limit ( iterate ( � z ! z [ �lter ( � n ! succ(n) � z; F1 ) ; F2 ) )The atomic propositions, speci�ed as variables AP in Asynctl (AP ), are mappedto their satis�ability set by the model labeling function P .F0 ::= p P (p)5.2 An imperative model checker speci�cationWith the instantiated imperative speci�cation language LIM we can writederived operations that will implement a CTL model checker. Figure 6 shows26



the intermediate languages and mappings from Figure 4 using the imperativespeci�cation language LIM .
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Fig. 6. An algebraic compiler with an imperative speci�cation language layer.As with the functional speci�cation language, the intermediate hybrid lan-guage LSIM = hAsemSIM ;AsynSIM ;LSIM i is automatically created from the sourcelanguage Lctl and the instantiated imperative speci�cation language LIM . Theoperator scheme of LSIM is the same as Lctl but its carrier sets contain ele-ments from LIM and its operations are derived operations composed from LIMoperations. We again specify the embedding morphisms emsyn and emsem asin (1) by the derived operations given below. The embedding morphism emsemmaps a satis�ability set s in Asemctl to a state transforming computation of typeState ! hValue; Statei in the Set carrier set in AsemSIM that maps any state st tothe pair hs; sti. The injection mappings im2sem and im2syn are simply identitymappings. As before, the injection mapping im1syn is not implemented directlysince it requires mapping words in LIM to set words in LM ; it is implemented asim1syn = EIM�im1sem�LM . The injection mapping im1sem is a partial mappingwhich maps state transformation computations in the carrier set Set to satis�-ability sets in AsemM . The computations in the domain of im1sem are imperativecomputations that map states to value/state pairs. Thus, im1sem maps a com-putation c to a satis�ability set s by evaluating c with an initial state st0 (thatmaps variables to an unde�ned value) and extracting the value from the re-sulting value/state pair. That is, im1sem :: (State ! hValue; Statei) ! SetMand im1sem(c) = s where hs; st0i = c(st0).The imperative implementation of the model checker, MCI , maps formulasin Asynctl (AP ) to their satis�ability sets in AsynM in much the same manner asthe functional version MCF . It is de�ned using the mappings in Figure 6as MCI = emsyn � im2syn � EIM � im1sem � LM . Alternatively, MCI can beimplemented using the syntax to semantic embedding emalt.In order to specify MCI we only need to de�ne the derived operations via theoperator map om : Opctl ! AsynIM (S 0ctl). Since the non{temporal CTL opera-27



F0 ::= axF1 F0 ::= a[F1 u F2]let t1 := ; let t1 := ; ,in for each n in S t2 := F2if ( succ(n) � (F1) then in while ( not t1 = t2 ) begint1 := t1 [ f n g; t1 := t2 ;t1 for each n in F1 doend if (succ(n) � t1 ) thent2 := t2 [ fng g;end ;t1endFig. 7. The speci�cations for ax and au in the imperative speci�cation language.tors do not use any speci�cation language constructs in their derived opera-tions, they are the same in the imperative speci�cations as in the functionalspeci�cations in Section 5.1. We do not repeat them here and only show thespeci�cations for the temporal operators ax and au in Figure 7. These derivedoperations are the imperative versions of the functional derived operationsgiven above in Section 5.1. Here, the while and for each operators are used toimplement a least �xed point operation to compute satis�ability sets.5.3 DiscussionThe speci�cation languages described here are just the required subsets ofgeneral purpose speci�cation languages which would populate an algebraiclanguage processing environment. Speci�cation languages should be reusablecomponents in such an environment so that algebraic compiler designers canchoose from a collection of existing speci�cation languages in which to writetheir translator speci�cations. A well{stocked environment would have func-tional and imperative speci�cation languages giving the language designersome choice based on personal preference of language style.An advantage of using a separate speci�cation language, like LF or LI , overextending the target language is that the speci�cation language can be reusedwith a di�erent target language in a di�erent algebraic compiler. Both speci-�cation languages LF and LI can be seen as generalizations of the macro lan-guages discussed earlier and could be used to replace the macro languages usedin algebraic compilers for translating programming languages [18]. Because oftheir generality, they could be reused in many types of algebraic compilers,from traditional programming language translators to problems not typicallystated as translations like the model checking example presented in this paper.We would also expect an algebraic language processing environment to con-28



tain domain speci�c speci�cation languages [19] with specialized constructs toaddress issues found in speci�c domains commonly encountered in languageprocessing as well as other domains, such as temporal logic model checking,which also have solutions as algebraic compilers. Traditional language pro-cessing tasks with speci�c domains include type checking, optimization andparallelization, and code generation. In a type checker, for example, the targetalgebras would have operators for the base types and type constructors andcarrier sets containing types or type expressions. A domain speci�c speci�-cation language for type checking which has speci�c constructs for managingsymbol tables and environments would be helpful to the implementer andreusable in di�erent compilers. In the case of the model checker, a domainspeci�c speci�cation language would include a least �xed point operator, sincethis domain would make good use of such a construct.6 Related Work6.1 Speci�cation languages in other algebraic compiler modelsIn this paper we have concentrated on Rus's [2] algebraic compiler model.An important question is whether or not these ideas can be used in othermodels of algebraic compilers. There are several other models described in theliterature and these works tend to concentrate on either the algebraic de�nitionof compilers or the algebraic construction of compilers. The work of Morris [34]and Thatcher et al. [3] fall into the �rst category which provides a de�nitionof a compiler via mappings between the source and target languages and theirsemantics and shows the compiler correctness by proving that the diagramscreated by these mappings commute [35]. The algorithm which implements thecompiler is not necessarily of interest here. The second category, the algebraicconstruction of compilers, contains works which de�ne a compiler algorithmin an algebraic framework in which the compiler correctness can be proved.Works by Mosses [4], Gaudel [36] and Rus [2] fall into this category. Below wediscuss how speci�cation languages can �t into these models in these di�erentcategories.6.1.1 Algebraic de�nition of compilersIn our discussion of the algebraic de�nition of compilers we will focus onthe model of Thatcher et al. [3]. They present an algebraic compiler for asource language L, target language T , source language meaningsM and targetlanguage meanings U in which all are similar heterogeneous algebras. Themappings, shown in Figure 8, between these algebras are all homomorphisms:29



 is the \compile" mapping, � is the \source semantics" mapping,  is the\target semantics" mapping, and " is the \encode" mapping. It is Thatcher'sproof that " is a homomorphism and that the diagram in Figure 8 commutesthat provide their de�nition and proof of compiler correctness. (Morris has ahomomorphism � : U !M instead of ".)L?�M - -" T? UFig. 8. The algebraic compiler model of Thatcher et al.L?�M - -" T? U -0 -"0 T0? 0U0Fig. 9. An extension of the algebraic compiler model of Thatcher et al.The model of Thatcher et al. also has algebras T0 and U0 which are similar toeach other, but not necessarily similar to the other algebras L;M; T and U .These algebras do not appear in their commutative diagrams. We can extendthis model with injective mappings 0 from T to T0 and "0 from U to U0 whichjust map elements from sorts in T and U respectively to the same values in the(di�erent) sorts of T0 and U0. If we also add the mapping  0 : T0 ! U0 thenwe have the diagram in Figure 9. We can relate this to the model in Figure 3by the following equalities: L = AsynS , M = AsemS , T = AsynST , U = AsemST ,T0 = AsynT , U0 = AsemT ,  = emsyn , " = emsem , 0 = imsyn , "0 = imsem , � = ES, = EST and  0 = ET . The compositions  � 0 and " � "0 are, respectively, thegeneralized homomorphisms Hsyn and Hsem in Rus's model in Figure 2. Whatwe do not �nd here is any of the language learning relations LS, LST or LT .Given this extension to include dissimilar algebras, we can now add a speci-�cation language layer between these languages in a manner similar to whatwas done above. This is shown in Figure 10. The syntax algebra Isyn0 andsemantics algebra Isem0 are instantiations of the speci�cation language usingthe target language algebras T0 and U0 and are created in the same mannerthat we have seen previously. The algebras Isyn and Isem are the hybrid alge-bras which are similar to L and M but whose carrier sets contain elements,respectively, from Isyn0 and Isem0 . (We can relate these algebras to those in Fig-ure 4 by the following equalities: Isyn = AsynSMLT , Isem = AsemSMLT , Isyn0 = AsynMLTand Isem0 = AsemMLT .) Recall that we need to execute the computations in Isem0 .Thus, we can not simply use the mapping  � 0 � 00. This is similar to theneed to de�ne im1syn as the composition EFM � im1sem � LM in Section 5.1.Thus the compiler we can use is  � 0 � �0 � "00. This maps source languageexpressions in L to target language meanings in U0, which is almost what we30



want. A primary di�erence between the Rus model and that of Thatcher etL?�M - -" Isyn?�Isem -0 -"0 Isyn0?�0Isem0 -00 -"00 T0? 0U0Fig. 10. A speci�cation-language in the Thatcher model of an algebraic compiler.al. is Rus's model has the language learning relations L, and thus the �nalprinting out of the result falls outside of these other models since we computethe semantic value in U0 = AsemM and would like to print this out as a word inT0 = AsynM .Thus, we see that speci�cation languages can be added to Thatcher's model,but this requires an extension to the model to handle algebras of di�erentsimilarity and an additional mechanism to replace the target language learningrelation to \print" the �nal result. Since both of these exist a priori in the Rusmodel it is easier to add these extensions there. While there has been somedebate in the literature ([35] and [37],page 231) about some of the featuresof Rus's model, we see that the dissimilar algebras and the language learningrelations incorporated in the Rus model are in fact very useful for our purposesand it suggests that because of these added facilities the Rus model is easierto extend.It is interesting to note that in Thatcher et al. [3] on page 613, the authors hintat such a layering approach when they note that the `correctness of a compos-ite translation could be obtained by \pasting" commuting squares together.'The intention there was not quite the same as what we have achieved here,however, in that they were anticipating translations through (possibly several)intermediate languages where each intermediate language provided a represen-tation of the source language program in a language progressively closer tothe �nal target language. If these intermediate languages are Ii; 0 < i < n,then a compiler  : L ! T is the composition  = 0 � 1 � : : : � n where0 : L ! I1; i : Ii ! Ii+1; 0 < i < n; and n : In ! T . Note that all ofthese mappings i are between the syntax algebras of the languages, not thesemantics algebras.We have also introduced an \intermediate" language in a sense, and eventhough the commuting diagrams have a similar form, the function of the in-termediate language is di�erent. In our case, its semantics, that is, compu-tations in this language, are used to calculate the translation; it is not usedsolely as an intermediate representation for constructs in the source language.In order to map a source text to a target text, we need to execute operationsin the intermediate (what we have called speci�cation) language. That is, wemust involve its semantics algebra. Thus, the language learning relation L31



in the Rus model is helpful for mapping semantics constructs back to theirrepresentation in the syntax algebra.6.1.2 Algebraic construction of compilersThe algebraic compiler models of Mosses [4], Gaudel [36] and Rus [2], amongothers, also have notions of correctness similar to that de�ned by Thatcher etal. but go further by suggesting algorithms and tools for generating compilersfrom algebraic speci�cations of the languages and the mappings between them.In this section we show how a speci�cation language can be used in the modelproposed by Mosses [4]. As we will see, his extension (Tx0) to the target lan-guage (T ) of his compiler can be seen as a speci�cation language. In this case,the speci�cation language addresses issues which arise when the target lan-guage can not express all elements of the source language. That is, the targetlanguage does not contains some required elements. Although the translatorwe are interested in is partial and only maps to expressions in T this, we willsee, hinders our speci�cation of the translator as a homomorphism.Mosses provides a \constructive approach to compiler correctness" by show-ing how the compiler from the paper by Thatcher et al. can be constructed.Thatcher et al. provide a de�nition of compiler correctness, as does Mosses,but Mosses also shows how to construct the compiler. Mosses presents thecompiler in a slightly di�erent form in which L is the source language, S is astandard semantics and T is the target language. The mappings in Mosses'scompiler are shown in the commutative diagram in Figure 11. The semanticalgebras M and U from Thatcher et al. are not used in Mosses's proof of cor-rectness and the mappings incident on them are not labeled. The sem mappingL����	 @@@@RSsem comp?M -impl - T?UFig. 11. The algebraic compiler of Mosses.is a generalized homomorphism which embeds L into a standard semantics Sand impl maps S into the target T . Mosses shows that impl is injective andthus correct in the sense that if s = s0 for s; s0 2 S (with respect to the equa-tions de�ning equivalent semantics in S) then impl(s) = impl(s0). Now, givena correct semantics of L in the form of sem , a correct compiler comp , in theform of a generalized homomorphism, can be constructed by composing semand impl . That is, comp = sem � impl .32



It is in the de�nition of impl that we �nd a possible use of speci�cation lan-guages. Consider an example phrase from L, x := �y, and its embedding bysem in S, sem(x := �y) = contentsy >� z:(�z)! >� updatex. This semanticsphrase maps via impl to the phrase contentsy ! � ! updatex in T . Withoutconcerning ourselves with the meaning of the various constructs in L, S andT we can still see that the mapping impl is not a generalized homomorphismbecause the free variables (z in the example above) in S can not be repre-sented in T . This does not prevent the construction of comp as a generalizedhomomorphism since every phrase from L can be represented in T .To de�ne impl, Mosses extends T to Tx and then to Tx0 which containsadditional operators so that the generalized homomorphism impl 0 : S ! Tx0can be de�ned such that our example phrase in S can be mapped to Tx0using a generalized homomorphism. Again without concerning ourselves withthe details of Tx0 we note that impl 0(contentsy >� z:(�z)! >� updatex) =contentsy ! flip1 ! z:(z! ! �)! flip1 ! updatex. Tx0 has representationsfor the free variables in S. Mosses treats a set of equivalence de�ning equationsfor Tx0 as rewrite rules which can be used to rewrite the phrases in Tx0 thatare images (via sem � impl 0) of phrases in L as phrases in T . We will referto this rewriting as impl 00 : Tx0 ! T ; note that impl 00 is a partial map sincesome phrases in Tx0 (those that are not images of constructs in L) can not beexpressed in T . Thus, impl = impl 0 � impl 00. These rewritten phrases are alsophrases in Tx0 since T � Tx0.Although Tx0 is not as independent of the target language T as the spec-i�cation languages LF and LI are of LM we can still consider Tx0 to be aspeci�cation language. In our notation, let LTx0 = hAsemTx0 ;AsynTx0 = Tx0;LTx0i.We can de�ne the evaluation mapping ETx0 : AsynTx0 ! AsemTx0 to perform therewriting done by impl 00 before mapping to the semantic values in AsemTx0 andLTx0 : AsemTx0 ! AsynTx0 such that 8� 2 AsemTx0 ; ETx0(LTx0(�)) = �. De�ned in thisway, impl 00 = ETx0 �LTx0. We also de�ne the other languages L, S and T as �-languages as expected (LL = hAsemL ;AsynL = L;LLi; LS = hAsemS ;AsynS = S;LSiand LT = hAsemT ;AsynT = T;LT i) and place the mappings de�ned above intothe commutative diagram in Figure 12. We have omitted the intermediatehybrid languages from this diagram which would sit between LL and LS andalso between LS and LTx0 . (This same omission was made in Figure 2 butnot in Figure 3.) We see that as before sem embeds L into S and impl 0 em-beds S into Tx0. Similarly emsem embeds AsemL into AsemS and impl 0sem embedsAsemS into AsemTx0 . The mapping imsyn is the partial identity mapping whichinjects elements of Tx0 which also exist in T into T . The semantic versionimsem is also a partial identity mapping. Since impl 0 may generate elementsof Tx0 which are not in T but can be rewritten as elements of T by impl00 andimpl00 = ETx0 �LTx0, we can de�ne impl as impl = impl 0 �ETx0 �LTx0 � imsyn orimpl = impl0 �ETx0 � imsem �LT . Thus, comp can be constructed from the com-position of the mappings we've seen as comp = sem � impl 0 � ETx0 �LTx0 � imsyn33
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Fig. 12. Mosses's compiler with a speci�cation language.or comp = sem � impl0 � ETx0 � imsem � LT .Of interest here is that we have used a speci�cation language LTx0 to implementthe (partial) mapping impl : S ! T . The de�ciency in T is that some elements,the free variables, of S can not be represented in T . Even though the elementsof S we are interested in mapping to T may contain free variables they do havea representation in T , because the free variables are bound in these elementsof S. The problem is that this prevents the speci�cation of the mapping implas a generalized homomorphism. We thus use the speci�cation language LTx0to de�ne impl 0 as a generalized homomorphism and its evaluation functionETx0 to rewrite elements of Tx0 into elements of T .6.2 Speci�cation languages in other frameworks6.2.1 Attribute Grammars.Speci�cation languages within attribute grammars have a slightly di�erentform than in algebraic compilers. Algebraic compilers rely on an explicit def-inition of the target language and use target language operations for writingderived operations. These operations thus provide a starting point for addingspeci�cation language features. Attribute grammars, to their detriment, makeno explicit mention of the target language and thus do not have a set of tar-get language operations to provide as a starting point for writing semanticfunctions for de�ning attribute values. Instead, they provide a single generalpurpose language for writing semantic functions. This language doesn't su�erthe expressiveness problems we saw above, but it does lock the user into asingle \speci�cation language" for de�ning attribute values. We have thus ar-gued [19] that a choice of domain speci�c speci�cation languages in attributegrammars is also desirable for many of the same reasons as they are bene�cialin algebraic compilers. 34



6.2.2 Action Semantics.At �rst glance, the idea of speci�cation languages presented here is reminiscentof facets in Action Semantics [38,39]. A facet provides \action combinators"whose focus is on processing at most one kind of information at a time. Forexample, a declarative facet is used for processing scope information and animperative facet is used for processing information such as bindings and valuesof storage cells. These are thus similar to domain speci�c speci�cation lan-guages [19] whose goal is to provide a speci�cation language for an algebraiccompiler speci�c to a particular domain of language processing such as typechecking or optimization. These were discussed in Section 5.3. Facets howeverare also very similar to aspects from aspect-oriented programming [40] for thedomain of language processing. Aspects allow a programmer to \cross cut" theconventional program structures, in this case abstract syntax trees, to spec-ify semantic information for a particular concern, perhaps the \environment",in one place or module without inter-mixing speci�cations for other seman-tic concerns. Thus facets are also similar to the aspects in aspect-orientedcompilers [41].Action semantics and algebraic compilers can be seen as striving to reachthe same goal of providing a mechanism for easily specifying provably correctcompilers but by beginning from di�erent starting points. Mosses states [39]that the primary design philosophy behind action semantics was to providea pragmatic methodology for specifying language semantics that would scaleup to realistic programming languages and avoid many of the problems ofdenotational semantics. In fact, there are action semantics speci�cations forPascal [42] and the Standard ML `bare' language [43]. Palsberg [44{46] hasproved the correctness of a compiler generator which he designed and im-plemented that accepts action semantics descriptions of imperative languagesand generates code for an abstract RISC machine. As Mosses states in [39],this may be a \�rst step" in developing tools which allow one to prove thecorrectness of a generated compiler which is speci�ed in a notation (actionsemantics) which is easy to read. Algebraic compilers, however, begin witha philosophy that aims to prove the correctness of compilers. The notion ofcorrectness is usually de�ned in terms of commuting diagrams [35]. Our speci-�cation languages here are aimed to make it easier to write algebraic compilersand hopefully this work is a contribution toward moving algebraic compilersin a more pragmatic direction. Thus the two methodologies could be said tobe heading toward the same goal, but from di�erent starting points.6.2.3 Rewriting Logic.The rewriting logic system [47] of the Maude [48] language provides very gen-eral and powerful mechanisms for implementing logics as well as a semantic35



framework for specifying languages and systems. Many di�erent models ofcomputation can be uni�ed using rewriting logic. The semantics of functional(speci�cation) languages can be implemented via rewriting [49] in which dif-ferent functional evaluation strategies, either strict or non-strict (lazy), can bespeci�ed by changing the rewriting strategy. Imperative languages can also beimplemented via rewriting when the rewrite rules corresponds to state tran-sitions and the rewritten term represents the program's state. Maude alsoprovides a module system for specifying rewrite and equation theories. In thecase of algebraic compilers, speci�cation languages could be composed withtarget languages where both are speci�ed in term of rewriting logics. Thereare, however, no restrictions on the implementation techniques one choosesfor the speci�cation languages in our framework. Thus, we have a bit morefreedom in that everything does not have to be speci�ed as a rewriting logic.Nevertheless, it would be an interesting experiment to embed the notions pre-sented here into a rewriting logic framework.6.3 Domain Speci�c LanguagesAbove we mentioned domain speci�c speci�cation languages and here we dis-cuss how our use of domain speci�c speci�cation languages compares withthe other work on domain speci�c languages (DSLs) in general. We mentiononly a few di�erent approaches to DSLs here, as represented by Hudak [50],Swierstra [51] and Neighbors [52].In [50], Hudak discusses the importance of using domain speci�c embeddedlanguages (DSEL) in building large software systems. In this approach, newdomain speci�c features can be added to a language by providing de�nitionsfor these constructs from existing constructs in the language. Similar tech-niques are also discussed by Swierstra et al. in [51]. Both of these approachesmake use of higher order functions in Haskell [32]. These techniques have beenused to build embedded domain speci�c languages for parser generation, ani-mation, table formatting and language processing to mention just a few. Webelieve these technique provide powerful and convenient mechanisms for rais-ing the level of abstraction in one's programs and have used these ideas ina prototype for an \intentional programming" system [53] briey mentionedbelow in Section 7.Building on existing language features in this manner is certainly possible inour algebraic compiler model as well. We saw an example of this in how the�lter and for each operations for sets were built using existing set operationslike get one and get rest. Our main goal, in the realm of algebraic compilershowever, is to provide speci�cation language constructs that have a function-ality not present in the target language and thus these new constructs can36



not be built on top of existing target language operators. In the imperativespeci�cation language, for example, the while operator could not have beenimplemented on top of the existing target language set operations.Another use of domain speci�c languages is found in Draco [52]. Draco is bothan approach to software engineering and a prototype implementing this ap-proach that is broader in scope than the DESL techniques discussed above.It envisages a hierarchy of DSLs with general purpose languages at the bot-tom. High level speci�cations are written in a DSL appropriate to the task.These speci�cations are then re�ned, both manually and automatically, tomore concrete DSLs until eventually a program in a general purpose languageis generated. In Draco, there are several DSLs and the intent is to use theright one for the right part of the job. This is also our goal. In a proper alge-braic language processing environment, one would �nd several domains speci�cspeci�cation languages for the domains of type checking, program analysis andcode generation.7 ConclusionWe have shown in this paper how speci�cation languages can be used to ad-dress two types of de�ciencies that are possible in target language algebrasin the framework of algebraic compilers. In the main model checking examplewe saw that the target model language algebras AsemM and AsynM contained aselements the satis�ability sets of all of the CTL formulas in Asynctl but thatthe operations of these target language algebras where insu�cient to computethe satis�ability sets. The speci�cation languages LF and LI were instanti-ated with LM to provide a language whose algebras contained the necessaryoperations to implement the model checker. This allowed us to keep the tar-get language as it was originally de�ned and choose the types of additionalcomputations (functional or imperative) that we wanted to use to specify themodel checker.We also saw in the discussion of Mosses's algebraic compiler model how spec-i�cation languages could be used to address another de�ciency in target lan-guages: the inability to represent some components or sub expressions of el-ements of the source language we want to translate. This prevented us fromimplementing the translator directly as a (generalized) homomorphism. Bytreating Tx0 as a speci�cation language we saw how the speci�cation lan-guages could be used in other constructive models of algebraic compilers.It is our belief that using speci�cation languages as we have de�ned themmakes algebraic compilers signi�cantly easier to specify. Common problems oftarget language expressibility, as illustrated by our examples, can be cleanly37



overcome using speci�cation languages. Instead of extending a target languagewith additional operations or elements, we can choose to reuse existing speci�-cation languages which have the additional components required to specify thetranslation. This approach allows for a more modular speci�cation of sourceand target languages and the mappings between them.We are pursuing this work as part of an e�ort to �nd appropriate meta lan-guages to be used for de�ning language constructs for the Intentional Pro-gramming (IP) [54,53,55] system which was until recently under developmentat Microsoft. IP is an extensible programming environment which allows pro-grammers to de�ne their own language constructs, called intentions, and addthem to their programming environment. We are interested in exploring dif-ferent speci�cation languages for de�ning such intentions. Since the same do-mains of type checking, optimization, code generation, etc., are encountered inIP, domain speci�c speci�cation languages will be useful in this system as well.They are especially important here since appropriate domain speci�c speci�-cation languages raise the level of abstraction in which the intention designerworks and will thus make designing intentions a more reasonable process thatexperienced programmers could perform to create their own language exten-sions.Acknowledgments: We would like to thank the anonymous reviewers fortheir helpful suggestions in improving this paper and Microsoft Research forfunding this research.References[1] D. E. Knuth, Semantics of context-free languages, Mathematical SystemsTheory 2 (2) (1968) 127{145, corrections in 5(2):95{96, 1971.[2] T. Rus, Algebraic construction of compilers, Theoretical Computer Science 90(1991) 271{308.[3] J. Thatcher, E. Wagner, J. Wright, More on advice on structuring compilersand proving them correct, in: H. Maurer (Ed.), Automata, Languages andProgramming Proceedings, ICALP'79, Vol. 71 of Lecture Notes in ComputerScience, Springer-Verlag, 1979, pp. 596{615.[4] P. Mosses, A constructive approach to compiler correctness, in: N. Jones (Ed.),Proc. Semantics-directed Compiler Generation Workshop, Vol. 94 of LectureNotes in Computer Science, Springer-Verlag, 1980, pp. 189{210.[5] P. Mosses, A constructive approach to compiler correctness, in: Proc.International Conference on Automata, Languages and Programming, Vol. 85of Lecture Notes in Computer Science, Springer-Verlag, 1980, pp. 449{469.38
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